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Character… It starts with me! 

M O N T H L Y  E D U C A T O R  B U L L E T I N  

Vs.  

 

 

Go to the Root 
 

 

 

 

Approaching a need, a task, or an idea from a new perspective 

FE ATURE S  

Creativity 
A P R I L  2 0 1 4  I  WILL  

 �use�my�talents�for�

good 

 see�things�from�

more�than�one�

perspective 

 use�principles�to�

solve�problems 

 learn�all�I�can 

 look�for�new�ways�

to�be�a�person�of�

character 

Character… It starts with me! 

 F A I T H  B U I L D E R  B U L L E T I N  

Vs. Underachievement 

       How�does�a�person�
of� faith� embrace�
Creativity?� � By�
understanding� that�
God�is�the�source�of�all�
creativity.� 
�����Being� creative�
requires� that� you� be�
passionate� about� that�
which�you�are�creating.��
Can� you� imagine� how�
difficult� it� would� be� to�
be� creative� about�
something� for� which�

you� didn’t� have� any�
feeling?� � God� is� love�
and� source� of� all� love�
and� passion.� The�
foundation� of� every�
character� quality� is�
love.�� 
�����God� has� given� us�
abundant� creativity� if�
we� but� tap� into� the�
security�his�Love�offers�
us�to�do�his�will.��When�
you� feel� loved� and�
secure� it� is� much�

easier� to� take� a� risk�
and� think� outside� the�
box.������ 
 
“So we have come to know 
and to believe the love that 

God has for us. God is love, 

and whoever abides in love 
abides in God, and God 

abides in him.” 

1 John 4:16 

This� month,� find� a�
new,� creative� way� to�
spread�the�Kingdom. 

 

“For the person of faith, practicing good character is a matter of 
loving God, self, and others.”   

John Pierce, founding member of the Character Council 
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The� Muslim� artist,� by� his� very�
Islam,�his�'surrender'�to�the�Divine�
Law,� is� always� aware� of� the� fact�
that� it� is� not� he� who� produces� or�
invents�beauty,�but�that�a�work�of�
art�is�beautiful�to�the�degree�that�it�
obeys� the� cosmic� order� and�
therefore� reflects� universal�
beauty. 

From� ‘The� Essential� Titus�
Burckhardt:� Reflections� on�
Sacred� Art,� Faiths� and�
Civilisation’ 

 
“To� be� creative� means� to� be� in�
love�with�life.�You�can�be�creative�
only� if� you� love� life� enough� that�
you� want� to� enhance� its� beauty,�
you� want� to� bring� a� little� more�
music� to� it,� a� little�more�poetry� to�
it,�a�little�more�dance�to�it.”� 

Osho 
 
“Because� you’re� a� creation� of�
God,� you� reflect� the� Divine�
qualities�of�creativity,�wisdom,�and�
love.”� 

Doreen�Virtue 
 

Creativity� is…seeing� something�
that� doesn’t� exist� already.� You�
need� to� find� out� how� you� can�
bring�it�into�being�and�that�way�be�
a�playmate�with�God. 

Michele�Shea 
 

According� to� the� grace� of� God�
given� to�me,� like� a� skilled�master�
builder� I� laid� a� foundation,� and�
someone� else� is� building� upon� it.�
Let� each� one� take� care� how� he�
builds�upon�it. 

1�Corinthians�3:10 
 

When�we�conceive�a�new�idea�we�
are� thinking� directly� from� the�
creativity�of�God. 

Ernest�Holmes 
 

No� man� has� the� right� to� dictate�
what� other� men� should� perceive,�
create� or� produce,� but� all� should�
be� encouraged� to� reveal�
themselves,� their�perceptions�and�
emotions,�and�to�build�confidence�
in�the�creative�spirit. 

Ansel�Adams 
 
The� portal� of� healing� and�
creativity�always� takes�us� into� the�
realm�of�the�spirit. 

Angeles�Arrien 
 
Creativity�is�God's�gift�to�us.�Using�
our� creativity� is� our� gift� back� to�
God. 

Julia�Cameron 
 
With� spiritual� growth� comes� new�
creative� potential,� leading� to� the�
realization� that� you� are� pure�
potential,� able� to� fill� any� creative�
impulse. 

Deepak�Chopra 
 
To� fully� be� a� human� being� is� to�
take� full� responsibility� for� one’s�
part� in� the� co-creation� of� the�
world. 

Joel�Federman 
 
Do�not�be�conformed�to�this�world,�
but�be�transformed�by�the�renewal�
of� your�mind,� that� by� testing� you�
may� discern� what� is� the� will� of�
God,�what�is�good�and�acceptable�
and�perfect. 

Romans�12:2� 
 
We� hold� these� truths� to� be� self-
evident;� All� people� are� born�
creative;�Endowed�by�our�Creator�
with� the� inalienable� right� and�
responsibility� to� express� our�
creativity�for�the�sake�of�ourselves�
and�our�world. 

Barbara�Marx�Hubbard 
 

For� we� are� His� workmanship,�
created� in� Christ� Jesus� for� good�
works,� which� God� prepared�
beforehand�so�that�we�would�walk�
in�them.� 

Ephesians�2:10 
 
Imagination� is� the� fundamental�
expressive�tool�of�the�soul.� 

Bruce�L.�Moon 
 
Spending� time� in� nature� both�
reduces� stress� and� enhances�
creativity. 

Salli�Rasberry 
 
Grace,� not� willpower,� is� what�
ultimately� empowers� us� to� live�
loving� lives.� Creativity,� both� in�
what�spawns�within� the�artist�and�
the� artifact,� can� be� a�vital� source�
of�that�grace. 

Ron�Rolheiser 
 
 
We� were� born� with� a� natural�
tendency� to� focus� on� love.� Our�
imaginations� were� creative� and�
flourishing,� and� we� knew� how� to�
use� them.�We�were�connected� to�
a� richer� world,� a� world� full� of�
enchantment� and� a� sense� of� the�
miraculous.�What�happened? 

Marianne�Williamson 
 
And� he� has� filled� him� with� the�
Spirit� of� God,� with� skill,� with�
intelligence,� with� knowledge,� and�
with� all� craftsmanship,� to� devise�
artistic� designs,� to� work� in� gold�
and�silver�and�bronze, 

Exodus�35:31-32 
 
 
 
 
 



King Solomon - Model of Creativity 
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 King�Solomon�was�a�
very� wise� King� (965-926�
BC).�God�had�told�Solomon�
he� could� have� anything� he�
wanted,� and� Solomon� did�
not�ask�for�money�or�power.�
He� asked� that� God� would�
give�him�a�wise�heart�so�he�
could� be� a� good� king.� This�
was� a� very� creative�
request.� 
 One� day� Solomon�
was� faced� with� a� problem.�
He� had� to� be� creative� to�
solve� the� problem.� Two�
women� had� brought� one�
little�baby�to�Solomon.�Both�
women� said� they� were� the�

baby’s�mother.�Solomon�did�
not� know� these� women�
before� this� and� he� did� not�
know� the� baby.� How� could�
Solomon� decide� who� was�
the�mother�of�the�baby?�He�
said�he�would�cut� the�baby�
in� two�pieces�and�give�half�
to�each�of�the�women.�This�
seems� very� mean,� but�
Solomon� knew� what� would�
happen.�The�real�mother�of�
the� baby� said� “please� give�
the� baby� to� the� other�
woman,� but� save� his� life.”�
Solomon�knew�that�this�was�
really� the� mother� of� the�
baby.� Solomon� knew� that�

King Solomon’s Crown 

Give each student a piece of cardstock long enough to fit around their head.  Staple 
two pieces together, if  needed.  Let each one cut the cardstock into a crown.  Make 
sure each of the valleys between the peaks does not go all the way to the bottom so 
there is room to write and draw around the bottom of the crown.  Have each write 
on the bottom, “Crown of Creativity” (or it can be pre-written for them).  Let each 
one decorate it, showing their own creativity.  While they are decorating, talk about 
how Solomon asked for wisdom which helped him be creative in his judgments. 
God has given each of us the ability to be creative.  We just need to open our hearts 

and follow his will in our own creative way, staying 
true the laws he has given us. 
 

the� real� mother� would� love�
the�baby� so�much� that� she�
would� give� it� away� rather�
than�have�it�killed.� 
 When� all� the� people�
heard� how� Solomon� had�
used�his�wisdom�to�come�to�
such� a� creative� decision,�
they� were� glad� God� had�
given� them� such� a� wise�
king.� Through� his� creativity�
Solomon�was�a� blessing� to�
not� only� a� baby� and� his�
mother,�but�to�many.� 
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Brainteasers 
Brainteasers� are� a� great� test� of� one’s� ability� to� let� go� of� paradigms� that� can� restrict� your� thinking.��
Brainteasers�can�be�verbal�or�visual.�Some�examples�are�below: 
 
Palindromes�   
A�palindrome�is�a�word,�phrase,�verse,�or�sentence�that�reads�the�same�backward�or�forward.��Did�you�
know�that�SWIMS�reads�the�same�way�upside�down? 
 
Visit�http://www.palindromelist.net/��for�more�palindromes. 
 
Riddles 
A� question� in� which� the� answer� is� usually� a� play� on� words,� contains� a� double�meaning� or� is� a� trick�
question.��Mary’s�father�has�5�daughters�–�Nana,�Nene,�Nini,�Nono.�What�is�the�fifth�daughters�name?�If 
you answered Nunu, you are wrong. It’s Mary!  
 
Visit�http://www.riddles.com/��for�more�riddles.�� 
For�Biblical�Riddles�visit�http://bible-riddles.ochristian.com/ 
 
Optical Illusions 

Pictures�that�the�brain�can�perceive�in�different�ways.��Rubin’s�vase�can�be�seen�as�
a�vase�or�two�faces�looking�at�each�other.�� 
 
Visit�http://brainden.com/optical-illusions.htm��for�more�illusions. 
 
Logic Puzzles 

Logic�Puzzles�can�be�a�simple�question�with�a�single�answer�or�it�can�be�a�grid-type�
question�where�you�are�given�several�facts�and�asked�to�deduce�a�single�answer�or�
a�pairing�of�answers.�Anne,�Olivia�and�Jenita�are�daughters�of�Mr.Jack,�Mr.Brown�
and� Mr.Ran.� Four� of� these� people� are� playing� badminton� doubles.� Mr.Ran�s�
daughter�and�Mr.Jack�are�partners.�Anne�s�father�and�Mr.Brown�s�daughter�are�also�
partners.�There�are� not� any� father-daughter� combinations.�Who� is�Anne�s� father?As there are not any 
father-daughter combinations, Mr.Brown is not Anne's father. Anne can play with Mr.Jack, so he cannot 
be his father. Therefore, Mr.Ran is Anne's father. 
 
Visit http://brainden.com/logic-puzzles.htm�for�more�logic�puzzles. 
 
Biblical�Brain�Teaser:��visit�http://www.inspirationalarchive.com/892/bible-brain-teaser/ 
 
 There� are� many� types� of� brainteaser� puzzles.� Choose� some� that� are� appropriate� for� your�
classroom.� �Divide� the�students� into�groups�and� let� them�work�on� these� together.� �The�grid� type� logic�
puzzles�work�best�for�this�but�you�can�choose�whatever�you�want.�When�they�are�done,�let�each�group�
share�their�puzzle�and�answer�with�the�class.��When�it�is�over�explain�that�by�challenging�your�brain�to�
think�in�different�ways,�you�can�train�your�brain�to�think�creatively�when�trying�to�solve�the�puzzles�that�
life� throws� your�way.� � Be� sensitive� to� those�who�may� have� struggled�with� the� puzzles.� � Explain� that�
everyone�has�puzzle�types� that�they�are�good�at�and�those�that�stump�them.��If�you�didn’t�understand�
how�to�solve�the�puzzle�you�were�assigned�does�not�mean�that�you�are�dumb.��It�may�mean�that�other�
puzzles�are�more�your�type.��The�more�of�this�type�of�puzzle�that�you�work,�the�easier�it�will�be�to�begin�
thinking�like�this. 
 In�order�to�solve�puzzles,�you�have�to�change�your�thinking�to�see�the�twist�used�in�the�logic.��As�
people�of�faith,�we�need�to�look�at�the�puzzles�of�life�in�the�light�of�faith�rather�than�using�worldly�logic�to�
solve�problems. 
 

Jesus answered, “My kingdom is not of this world. If my kingdom were of this world, my servants would have 

been fighting, that I might not be delivered over to the Jews. But my kingdom is not from the world.” John 18:36 
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Tom Swifties  
Tom�Swifties�are� fun� to�create.� �They�are�a�sentence�in�which�an�adverb�relates�both�
properly�and�“punningly”�to�a�sentence�of�reported�speech.��An�example:��“I�feel�like�I’ve�
been� run�over� by� a� car!”� Tom�said� flatly.� �Or� � “I� need�a� pencil� sharpener,”� Tom�said�
bluntly.� �There�are�actually�many�forms�of�Tom�Swifties�but� this� form� is� the�easiest� to�
copy.��Come�up�with�several�of�your�own,�perhaps�using�current�vocabulary�words,�and�
then�let�the�students�come�up�with�some�on�their�own�either�individually�or�in�groups.��It�
helps�sometimes�to�have�them�start�by�thinking�of�adverbs�first�and�then�creating�their�
Tom�Swifty�around�it.� (This�is�a�good�time�for� lessons�on�adverbs�and�punctuation� for�
quoted� speech.)� �After� your� students� have� created� some,� write� them�on� the�board�or�
post�them�on�the�bulletin�board.��This�is�the�type�of�assignment�that�tends�to�stick�with�
kids�and�days�later�they�will�be�bringing�you�more�Tom�Swifties. 

Limiting Creativity 
Sometimes�when� you� give�an� assignment,� you� leave� the� boundaries�wide� open�
expecting� to�get� really�creative� results.�Normally� students�will� choose�something�
they�have�done�before�or�are�familiar�with.� If�you�want�to� really�make� it�creative,�
limit� what� they� can� use� or� do� and� force� creativity� to� happen� within� strict�
boundaries.�For�example,�you�may�give�an�assignment� to�write�a�short�story�but�
give�them�16�words�they�must�use,�or�give�them�the�first�paragraph�and�they�need�
to�write�the�ending.��If�you�choose�to�use�art�as�the�assignment,�you�may�want�to�
restrict�them�to�only�drawing�straight�lines,�or�let�each�student�randomly�choose�2�
colors� (before� giving� them� the� assignment)� and� that� is� all� they� can� use.� When� they� have�
finished,�ask� the�students�to� think�back�on�how� they�processed�the� limits� in� their�mind. �What�
steps�did�they�take�to�find�links?�Would�they�have�thought�to�do�it�this�way�if�the�exercise�hadn’t�
called�for�it?��Thinking�in�this�way�strengthens�creative�thinking�skills.��Many�times,�we�feel�like�
the�laws�of�God�are�limiting�but�really�they�are�freeing.��We�know�where�are�boundaries�are.��It�
isn’t�something�we�have�to�decide.��It�gives�us�the�freedom�to�act�within�these�boundaries. 
 
“This Book of the Law shall not depart from your mouth, but you shall meditate on it day and night, so 

that you may be careful to do according to all that is written in it. For then you will make your way 

prosperous, and then you will have good success.” Joshua 1:8  

God Loveth Adverbs By Philip Yancey  

“The Puritans wisely sought to connect all of life to its source in God, 

bringing the two worlds together rather than dividing them into sacred 

and secular. They had a saying, “God loveth adverbs; and careth not 

how good, but how well.” Adverbs describe verbs—our words of ac-
tion and activity. The proverb implies that God cares more about the 

spirit in which we live than the concrete results.” 

For the rest of the article visit: http://odb.org/2010/01/07/god-loveth-

adverbs/ 

For some Biblical Tom Swifties visit http://edsjokes.blogspot.com/2010/02/biblical-tom-swifties.html 
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Crayons! Crayons! Crayons! Crayons! 

Color Outside the Lines! 
 
Challenge�your�students�to�create�a�picture�using�crayons,�colored�pencils�or�markers.� �The�
only�rule�is�they�cannot�color�inside�of�their�picture.��They�may�only�color�around�it�so�that�the�
blank� space� in� the�middle�actually�defines� the�picture.�The�background�can�be�solid� colors,�
stripes,�dots�or�whatever�they�wish�it�to�be.�To�visualize�a�completed�assignment,�picture�the�
shape�of�a�heart�where�the�heart� is�blank�and�the�rest�of� the�page�is�colored�completely�red�
(or�a�variety�of�colors).��For�younger�students�you�may�want�to�get�a�First�Coloring�Book�with�
simple�line�drawings�and�give�a�page�to�each�student.��The�same�challenge�exists�–�they�can�
not�color�inside�the�lines.��For�much�older�students�you�may�want�to�give�them�the�item�or�a�
scene�to�draw�so�that�it�is�more�complicated.��Examples�would�be�two�children�tossing�a�ball,�
or�a�cloud�raining�on�a�flower.��You�can�come�up�with�one�for�each�student�or�a�single�one�for�
the�class�and�compare�the�different�interpretations.�� 
 
Reuse�Those�Old�Crayons! 
 
According�to�a�recent�press�release,�Crayola �makes�3�billion�
crayons� a� year. � That� makes� for� a� boatload� of� used� and�
broken�crayons. �Why�not�challenge�your�students�to�come�up�
with�Creative�ways�to�give�new�life�to�crayons? �They�can�be�
melted�down�into�new�shapes�and�new�colors,�used�to�make�
wax�paper�mosaics,�batiking,�candle�coloring�and�fire�starters. � 
 
Here�are�a�few�websites�with�ideas�to�get�you�started: 
 
http://www.sundayschoolresources.com/biblestoryactivities7.htm 
http://biblequilts.com/?cat=4 
http://www.radicallychristian.com/marking-in-your-bible 
http://childrensbiblesongs.us/2011/09/the-crayon-box/ 
http://www.crazycrayons.com/recycle_program.html 
http://frugalliving.about.com/od/frugalfun/ht/Make_Crayons.htm 
http://www.thriftyfun.com/tf666289.tip.html 
http://www.crayola.com/crafts/ 
 

 

 
Are there other items that could 
be treated like this?  Think 
creatively! 
 
 
 

“Then I saw another mighty angel 

coming down from heaven, 

wrapped in a cloud, with a 

rainbow over his head, and his 

face was like the sun, and his legs 

like pillars of fire.” 

Revelation 10:1  
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For the Family 
 

We are studying the character quality of Creativity: Approaching a need, a task, or an idea from a new 

perspective 

To practice Creativity I will: 

 use my talents for good 

 see things from more than one perspective 

 use principles to solve problems 
 learn all I can 

 look for new ways to be a person of character 

 
Family Activity: 
 

Creative Lunch 
 Schedule a lunch meal when the family can have a meal that will be memorable.  You can serve foods 

and eat them with a different utensil such as forks for soup.  Serve hot dogs and eat them with corn skewers 

instead of a bun.  See who can eat the most of the hotdog and still have it held together with the skewers.  Have 

open face Peanut Butter sandwiches and provide all kinds of goodies for making a face on the sandwich such as 

raisins, mini-marshmallows, cheese curls, or whatever they can think of.  When the meal is over, talk about the 

importance of creativity when approaching a task, a need or a problem.  Brainstorm some of the problems that the 

family faces on a routine basis - sharing a bathroom, getting out the door on time, chores, etc.  Can you come up 

with some creative solutions to these problems?  Brushing teeth in the kitchen, create a “launch pad” by the door 

so everyone has a place to stage everything for the morning, etc.   

 Sometimes our faith sets us apart from our more worldly neighbors.  Sometimes the ability to think 

creatively helps us think differently than a purely secular person would think.  Consider the “meal” that is shared 

at church, breaking bread together, and what an “out of the box” concept that is. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other ways to teach character in the home: 

 Display the character quality and definition in a prominent place such as on the refrigerator or let each child 

decorate it for their bedroom door. 

 At the dinner table ask if anyone noticed anyone (not just family members) demonstrating the character 

quality (or not demonstrating it). 

 Point out news stories where character was or was not involved. 

 Review the “I wills” and see if there are specific actions you can add to this list. 

 During car trips, challenge the kids by describing scenarios and having them identify if it describes being the 

quality or being the opposite. 

 Praise with character by recognizing the character quality involved rather than the achievement. 

 For more ideas visit www.charactercincinnati.org/faith.php 

“I am the living bread that came down 

from heaven. If anyone eats of this 

bread, he will live forever. And the 

bread that I will give for the life of the 

world is my flesh.”   John 6:51  



Creativity 

Approaching�a�need,�a�task,�or�an�idea� 

from�a�new�perspective 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“ God is love, and whoever abides in love abides in 

God, and God abides in him.”  

1 John 4:16b 
 

What are you  

passionate about? 



Dear Jesus, 

 

We praise you for your goodness and mercy 

and thank you for the example of Creativity in 

your life. We remember how you used stories 

and parables to teach your lessons. Help us to 

embrace our roles as your servants here on 

Earth and be all that we can be. Remind us to 

use our talents for good and to look at things 

from more than one perspective. May we learn, 

with your help, to use principles to solve 

problems. Teach us to look for new ways to be 

people of character. Guide us to learn all that we 

can. Help us to act in all things in harmony 

with the will of the Father.   

Amen. 
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The Character Council of Greater Cincinnati and 

Northern Kentucky 

Character...It Starts With Me! 

www.charactercincinnati.org 

This bulletin contains ideas that can be used for youth groups, Bible study groups, Sunday school classes, families 

or anyone who wants to build their faith with character.  Pick those activities that are appropriate for your 

group or can be modified to be appropriate for your group. 
 

Combine bible stories or verses with an activity to further the lesson. 
 

Join older and younger groups, allowing the older group to lead an activity that they have already done for a 
younger group. 

 

More resources can be found at www.charactercincinnati.org/faith.php 

How to Use this Bulletin 

We would Love to hear from YOU! 
Let us know what you think. What adjustments or additions did you make so that the activity was appropriate 

for your group? What other activities or stories did you use to teach this month’s quality?  Send your questions 

or comments to jtomey@charactercincinnati.org and you just may be featured in a future edition. 


